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Collaboration is the new innovation
At Finastra, we place social responsibility at the heart of our culture,
bringing people and technology together through financial inclusion,
social innovation and our environment mission.

150+

Charitable events run
annually by Finastra

14,000+

Finastra employee volunteer
hours dedicated to community
development and philanthropy
every year

10,000+
children given the Hour of
Code by Finastra
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With 10,000 people in 130 countries working
together with an ecosystem of developers,
programmers and 8,500 global clients –
we believe in the power of collaboration to
unlock the potential of people, businesses
and communities.

What is the Collaborative CSR Program?

The Collaborative CSR Program offers
you the opportunity to work together with
Finastra to support social and environmental
impact. Whether you’re looking to support
financial inclusion projects, provide children
and disadvantaged members of society with
skills for a more successful future or reduce
carbon footprint, Finastra has a wide range of
impactful CSR initiatives across three different
pillars that you can engage with.

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Hear from our customer, HBL on how we’re working together to deliver social impact
through collaborative CSR across Pakistan

SOCIAL INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENT MISSION

Hover over to learn more

Where are the unbanked?
Financial Inclusion

There are currently 1.7 billion people in the world who are
unbanked. Finastra understands its potential to help solve
this global challenge and is acutely aware of the benefits that
improved financial literacy rates and affordable access to
financial services can have to alleviate poverty and generate
global economic growth. We work with customers, partners,
NGOs and non-profits globally to deliver programs to educate
and provide access to the unbanked for payments, loans
and other financial products to lead better lives. Our impact
in financial inclusion is stronger together. Collaborate with
Finastra to support our financial inclusions projects by:

• Providing access to financial services that
you deliver such as lending, custodian or
payments in collaboration with Finastra to
help your local community
• Enabling your employees to volunteer their
skills and expertise to support our banking
the unbanked initiatives

• Creating a philanthropic grant, which
Finastra can match, to fund our local or
global financial inclusion projects

Through collaboration with our customers and partners, we have the potential to scale our impact in financial inclusion
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FINANCIAL INCLUSION

SOCIAL INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENT MISSION

Social Innovation

Collaborate with Finastra in social innovation to:

Finastra delivers CSR programs focused on investment in
youth, diversity and inclusion and ‘tech for good’. Every year
we host more than 10,000 children at our offices around the
world through our social innovation programs. Finastra has a
long-term commitment to delivering computer science skills
to school children and underrepresented minorities to prepare
them for a world increasingly influenced by technology through
our partnership with Code.org’s Hour of Code initiative. As part
of our undergraduate and mentorship social mobility program,
Finastra also host our Mentorship Café, Insight Days and
interns around the world, to equip young people with key skills
for the future.

• Donate your employee’s time to assist
on a Finastra CSR social innovation project

• Host work experience weeks to provide
young people with an understanding of
your business

• Donate decommissioned laptops to help
build a new tech lab for a school in
partnership with Finastra. Watch video

• Attend a Finastra CSR innovation day or

• Provide office spaces to host an Hour of
Code or a Mentorship Program session

• Support our CSR social innovation
programs through a philanthropic grant
or sponsorship package

• Be paired with a mentee and provide
guidance on a young person’s personal
and professional development

hackathon event to work on Tech for Good
initiatives to help communities become more
resilient, successful and adaptable to change

“

The principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities is
the bedrock of our enterprise for
a sustainable world.”

Presenting ‘We Are All Innovators’: discover how Finastra are
impacting positive social change through youth innovation

Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
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FINANCIAL INCLUSION

SOCIAL INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENT MISSION

Environment Mission

Finastra creates and deploys financial technology that helps
reduce the carbon footprint of our global customer base.
Whether it’s through the reduction of employee travel, paper
consumption or energy that our solutions enable through
the digitization of banking processes or the digitalization of
financial services, we are committed to reducing emissions
within our sector. We also look inward and are constantly
thinking of ways to either reduce or offset our own emissions
as a business with a goal to be completely carbon neutral
by 2030.

To get involved, contact us at collaborativecsr@finastra.com
or speak to your Finastra Account Manager.

GL 2421 / 1119

Collaborate with Finastra on our environment mission through:

• Best practice sharing with our Environment
Mission working group to help reduce our
carbon emissions

• Collaborative projects with Finastra to
offset carbon emissions e.g. investing in
renewables or tree planting

• Raising awareness of how Finastra
technology has helped you to reduce
your carbon footprint through an
environmental case study

